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Caithness Horizons: 
Nuclear History Collection Research Trip To New Mexico 

(Application Reference: 2013SPFR2-0618-02) 

 
Introduction 
 
The UK’s fast reactor research and development programme at Dounreay is now over and the site is 
currently Scotland’s largest nuclear clean-up/demolition project.   
 
Since construction in 1955 right through to the present day, Dounreay has had a dominant impact on 
the history of Caithness. The role that Dounreay has played in the history of Scotland has been 
recognised as being of national importance.  
 
In order to try and preserve and interpret the history of Dounreay for future generations, a Heritage 
Advisory Panel has been set up between Dounreay Site Restoration Ltd; Caithness Horizons; Historic 
Scotland; the National Museums of Scotland; the RCAHMS and High Life Highland.  
 
One of Caithness Horizons key aims is to become specialists in the interpretation of the history of the 
Dounreay Nuclear Research Establishment and the socio-economic impact that it had on the country of 
Caithness. It is Caithness Horizons aim to make an application to the Recognition Scheme in order to get 
the nuclear heritage element of its Collection recognised as being of national significance.  
 
However there is no other UK or European Museums that are specialists in the interpretation of the 
science and history of the nuclear industry or any which have dedicated nuclear history exhibitions that 
Caithness Horizons can learn from.  
 
From 2nd – 11th November 2013 beki Pope, Centre Manager of Caithness Horizons and Joanne Howdle, 
Curator of Caithness Horizons travelled to New Mexico in order to visit: 
 

 Bradbury Science Museum, located in Los Alamos, New Mexico 
 Los Alamos Historical Museum, located in Los Alamos, New Mexico  
 The National Museum Of Nuclear Science & History, located in Albuquerque, New Mexico 

 
The research trip was funded by a Small Project Fund grant from Museums Galleries Scotland. The aim 
of the trip was to help Caithness Horizons to develop professional relationships and build partnership 
working activities with other Museums with specialist nuclear Collections and interests in nuclear 
science and history.  
 

The National Museum Of Nuclear Science & History  
 
The National Museum of Nuclear Science & History is the only congressionally chartered Museum in its 
field in the United States.  
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Brief History Of The National Museum Of Nuclear Science & History 
 
The Museum was originally established in 1969 as the Sandia Atomic Museum located at the Kirtland Air 
Force Base. Its aim was to show the history of nuclear weapon development and to create better 
community relations between the military and the public. In 1973, the Museum changed its name to the 
National Atomic Museum to reflect its growing national and international audience. In 1991, the 
Museum was chartered by Congress to serve as the nation’s repository and steward of nuclear-related 
historical artefacts.   
 
The National Atomic Museum closed its doors to the public at the Kirtland Air Force Base on 11th 
September 2001, due to heightened security measures. The National Atomic Museum then rented 
accommodation in Albuquerque Old Town from 11th May 2002 until 7th February 2009. 
 

 
 

The National Museum Of Nuclear Science & History 
 
The Museum relocated to purpose built premises in southeast Albuquerque in April 2009. At this time it 
was renamed The National Museum of Nuclear Science & History. 
 

Museum Mission 
 
The mission of the National Museum of Nuclear Science & History is: 
 
 “To serve as America’s resource for nuclear history and science. The Museum presents exhibits and 
quality educational programs that show the individuals and events that shape the historical and 
technical context of the nuclear age. This includes early research of nuclear development to today’s 
peaceful uses of technology”. 
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Museum Status 
 
The National Museum of Nuclear Science & History is a non-profit organisation, which is operated by the 
National Atomic Museum Foundation. The Museum was chartered by Congress in 1991 as the official 
Atomic Museum of the United States. 
 
It is the only Smithsonian Affiliate Museum in the city of Albuquerque. The Museum charges an 
admission fee. 
 

Visitor Profile 
 
The Museum receives approximately 70,000 visitors each year most of who come from outside the city 
of Albuquerque.  
 
The Museum’s education programme primarily focuses on middle and high school children. 10,000 
children participated in the Museum education programmes in 2012. The Museum offers the following 
education programmes, for which it makes a charge: 
 

 Guided tour of the Museum and a workshop on a specific topic related to the Museum’s 
Collection  

 Family Saturday Club activities 
 National Nuclear Science Week activities 
 Discover STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics) Week activities 
 Science Kids Camps - The Museum offers camps during the winter, spring and summer breaks. 

The camps are divided by age or grade groupings based on content. Camps run from 9am – 4pm 
daily for a week and are based on themes such as engineering, physics, weird science and great 
inventors 

 

Museum Exhibitions 
 
The National Museum of Nuclear Science & History is divided up into twenty exhibitions, which are as 
follows: 
 

1) Periodic Hall 
2) Pioneers Of The Atom 
3) World War II 
4) Propaganda! 
5) Manhattan Project 
6) Trinity & Its Legacy 
7) Temporary Exhibit Hall 
8) Fat Man & Little Boy 
9) Hiroshima & Nagasaki 
10) Cold War 
11) Heritage Park 
12) Nuclear Medicine 
13) Radiation 101 
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14) Atomic Pop Culture 
15) Little Albert’s Lab 
16) Half-Life Lounge 
17) Nuclear Waste Transportation 
18) Energy Encounter 
19) Uranium Cycle  
20) Nano 

 

Lessons Learnt 
 
Four of the Museum’s exhibitions were of particular interest in regards to the future development of 
nuclear science and history displays at Caithness Horizons.  
 

Uranium Cycle & Radiation 101 
 
Uranium is a common element found throughout the world. It is a heavy metal that can be used as an 
abundant source of concentrated energy.  
 

 
 

Uranium Cycle Exhibition 
  
The Uranium Cycle exhibition explains to visitors the processes used to mill and process uranium into a 
useable form for use in nuclear power plants or weapons as well as the environmental and waste 
management actions taken after it has been used. 
 
The Radiation 101 exhibition explains to the visitor the basic facts about radiation:  
 

 What it is 
 Where it comes from 
 How much is in our world  
 What effect it has on our universe 

 
The exhibition features household objects that are naturally radioactive such as Brazil nuts, fossils, low 
sodium table salt and cat litter.  
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At present the exhibitions at Caithness Horizons only deal with the social and economic impact of 
Dounreay on the county of Caithness. The Museum’s exhibitions currently do not include any 
explanation of the uranium cycle nor do they explain to visitors the basic facts about radiation.  
 

 
 

Radiation 101 Exhibition 
 
Both the Uranium Cycle exhibition and the Radiation 101 exhibition at The National Museum of Nuclear 
Science & History manage to deal with these subjects in an easy to understand and fun way. The 
principles behind both of these exhibitions could be applied at Caithness Horizons in the future in order 
to put the Museum’s Dounreay Collection into its proper scientific context. 
 

Little Albert’s Lab 
 
Little Albert’s Lab is designed to help children of all ages to grasp the concepts of physics.  It contains 
various interactive exhibits relating to different concepts in physics along with a child-size robotic 
puppet of Albert Einstein that answers questions such as “what is energy” and “what is mass” in order 
to make science fun and understandable.   
 
The exhibition also contains numerous Discovery Boxes on topics such as energy and architecture, all 
designed to peak an interest in the basics of science.  
 

 
 

Little Albert’s Lab Exhibition 
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Caithness Horizons will work with colleagues at Dounreay and the local STEM Ambassadors in order to 
develop similar Discovery Boxes based on the Dounreay Collection for use at Caithness Horizons and 
within schools.  
 
If deemed safe by the radiation protection team at Dounreay, Caithness Horizons will acquire the 
Control Room of the Dounreay Materials Testing Reactor, which was constructed to test the effect of 
nuclear irradiation on different materials. It was the first operational reactor to achieve criticality in 
Scotland in May 1958.  
 
If the Control Room of the Dounreay Materials Testing Reactor is acquired by Caithness Horizons it will 
be reconstructed in what is currently the Thurso Room exhibition. Caithness Horizons will need to 
secure grant aid in order to create a new exhibition that includes the Control Room and also to refurbish 
the history of Caithness displays in the Main Exhibition Hall to include material that is currently on 
display in the Thurso Room. At such as time as this activity takes place it will provide opportunities for 
Caithness Horizons to include interactive exhibits about the effects of radiation on different materials in 
the design of the exhibition which has the Control Room of the Dounreay Materials Testing Reactor as 
its centerpiece. 
 

Pioneers Of The Atom 
 
The Pioneers Of The Atom exhibition tells the story of the pioneers of nuclear physics, medicine, and 
quantum mechanics and features people like Albert Einstein and Marie Curie. A timeline of discoveries, 
paired with their discoverers, leads the visitor through the exhibition. The visitor can find out more 
information about each scientist and their discoveries through the use of a computer interactive. 
 
A similar computer interactive could be developed for use at Caithness Horizons in the future in order to 
put the Museum’s Dounreay Collection into its proper scientific context. Subject to legal restrictions 
such as the “Data Protection Act (1998)” etc the interactive could be developed to include key scientific 
discoveries/advances made by personnel at Dounreay.  
 

Future Collaboration 
 
During our visit to The National Museum of Nuclear Science & History we meet with: 
 

 Jim Walther, Museum Director 
 Dr David Hoover, Curator and Collections Manager 
 Racheal Cutrufello, Education Director 

 
During the course of the discussions during the visit and subsequent follow-up discussions it was 
decided that the two Museums will work together on joint projects in order to foster a spirit of mutual 
exchange of ideas and experiences relating to nuclear history and science. 
 
To begin this process Caithness Horizons is going to send The National Museum of Nuclear Science & 
History drawings of one of Dounreay’s reactors for inclusion in the National Museum’s Uranium Cycle 
exhibition. 
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The National Museum of Nuclear Science & History have offered Caithness Horizons their “Atoms for 
Peace” travelling exhibition. The exhibition contains fine art prints created by Artist Erik Nitsche.  
“Atoms for Peace” contains lithographic public-relations-oriented fine art prints created by Nitsche for 
the General Dynamics Corp. in the 1950s and 1960s. The prints depict Nitsche’s interpretations of 
nuclear energy uses, modern technologies for the era, and feature posters created for promotion of 
nuclear energy in foreign countries, which are imprinted in the languages of those regions.  
 
When the exhibition travels to Caithness Horizons it will be the first time that it has been seen outside of 
the United States. Caithness Horizons will have to raise the funds in order to ship the exhibition from the 
United States to Caithness.  
 
The staff at The National Museum of Nuclear Science & History would also like to visit Caithness 
Horizons. The two Museums intend to work together to secure funding for this activity to take place.  
 
Other opportunities for future collaboration will be explored as the relationship between the two 
Museums develops further. 
 

Bradbury Science Museum 
 
The Bradbury Science Museum is the chief public facility of Los Alamos National Laboratory. The Los 
Alamos National Laboratory is a scientific research laboratory focussing on national security. The 
Laboratory was established in 1943 as part of the Manhattan Project, the United States top-secret 
programme to develop the atomic bomb. 
 
Since 1943, the Laboratory has strengthened national security by developing and applying the best 
science and technology to meet the following primary goals: 
 

 Ensure the safety, security and reliability of the U.S. nuclear deterrent 
 Reduce global threats 
 Solve other emerging national security challenges 

 

Brief History Of The Bradbury Science Museum 
 
In 1953, Robert Krohn, who was in charge of early nuclear tests at what was then called Los Alamos 
Scientific Laboratory, decided the Laboratory needed a Museum to house historical weapons-research 
artefacts. Krohn convinced Norris Bradbury the Laboratory Director that a Museum could preserve the 
Laboratory's history and provide a place for official visitors to learn about the Laboratory's weapon 
programmes. 
 
An old ice house became the first Laboratory Museum. Already fitted with a vault door, the ice house 
satisfied security standards for housing the classified exhibits Krohn wanted to preserve. The Museum 
opened to official visitors in 1954. 
 
In 1963, Robert Porton, Director of Community Relations at the Laboratory, expressed an interest in 
adding unclassified exhibits to the Museum. Bradbury approved the transfer of unclassified exhibits to 
an area open to the public, and soon World War II-era documents and photographs, tracing the 
development of the town and the Laboratory, were displayed with scientific memorabilia and working 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Los_Alamos_National_Laboratory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Los_Alamos_National_Laboratory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Los_Alamos_National_Laboratory
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models of unclassified research projects. In its first year, 14,000 visitors from 50 states and 40 
countries visited the Museum. 
 
In 1965, the Museum was moved to larger premises. The range and number of exhibits grew rapidly 
and included many hands-on models contributed by scientific groups and divisions within the 
Laboratory. 
 
In 1970, the Museum was renamed the Norris E. Bradbury Science Museum in honour of the 
Laboratory's 2nd Director. Eventually, the Museum's official name was shortened to the Bradbury 
Science Museum. Major renovations to the Museum took place in 1981. Interactive and audio-visual 
exhibits were introduced along with new artefacts such as a Mark 12A warhead, models of Vela and 
Navistar verification and communication satellites, and an air-launched cruise missile. 
 
By 1987, annual attendance had reached 80,000, and parking space for visitors was disappearing. 
Laboratory officials began exploring options for relocating the Museum. In April 1993, the Museum 
moved into new purpose built premises in the heart of downtown Los Alamos. The building was 
designed by William Agnew and Associates and is leased by the Laboratory from a private owner.  
 

Museum Mission 
 
The mission of the Bradbury Science Museum is: 
 
“The Museum interprets the history of the Los Alamos National Laboratory and the ongoing science 
and research that is taking place at the Laboratory”. 
 

Museum Status 
 
The Bradbury Science Museum does not employ a Curator as the Museum’s Collection is on loan to it 
from the Los Alamos National Laboratory. The Museum offers free entry. 
 

Visitor Profile 
 
The Museum receives approximately 80,000 visitors per year. The Museum’s education programme 
primarily focuses on middle and high school children. In 2011  
 

 1,344 children participated in education programmes at the Museum 
 3,854 children participated in the Museum’s Science on Wheels outreach programme  
 801 children attended International Year of Chemistry Days activities at the Museum 
 2,556 children from the local community participated in the Museum’s High-Tech Halloween 

event 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Los_Alamos_National_Laboratory
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Museum Exhibitions 
 
The Bradbury Science Museum is divided up into three main exhibitions, which are as follows: 
 

 Defense Gallery 
 History Gallery 
 Research Gallery 

 

 
 

The Defense Gallery 
 

Lessons Learnt 
 
Two of the Bradbury Science Museum’s exhibitions were of particular interest in regards to the future 
development of nuclear science and history displays at Caithness Horizons.  
 

History Gallery 
 
In the dark days of World War II, after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, the chance event of a 
prominent scientist having come upon a boys’ school years previously while riding horseback in New 
Mexico set in motion a chain of events that ushered in a new era for humanity when the United States 
of America began a secret project, called the Manhattan Project, to build a new atomic weapon. Along 
the way, it led to the creation of a secret town and a secret laboratory on a mountain plateau above 
Santa Fe. 
 
That scientist was Dr J. Robert Oppenheimer, Scientific Director of the Manhattan Project – the wartime 
science project that led to the creation of Los Alamos and the development of the atomic bomb. 
Oppenheimer chose the Pajarito Plateau for his laboratory, and New Mexico became the prime site for a 
development that changed the direction of human history. 
 
The existence of Los Alamos and its vast laboratory only came to light after the end of the war. The 
Manhattan Project bought scientists from around the world to Los Alamos along with technicians, 
housekeepers, clerks, truck drivers, teachers, wives etc. The History Gallery explores the impact that the 
Manhattan Project had on the development of Los Alamos, which has parallels with the development of 
Thurso with the coming of the Dounreay Nuclear Research Establishment.  
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Included in the History Gallery exhibition is a photographic exhibition entitled “They Changed The 
World: People Of The Manhattan Project” by Santa Fe photographer and writer aj Melnick. This 
exhibition features portraits and interviews with a wide spectrum of people involved in the Manhattan 
Project. 
 
Copyright of the exhibition is retained by aj Melnick; Caithness Horizons may approach her to see if it 
can have some of the photographs on loan for a temporary exhibition.  
 

 
 

“They Changed The World: People Of The Manhattan Project” Exhibition 
 
As with the Pioneers Of The Atom exhibition at The National Museum of Nuclear Science & History it 
was felt that a photographic exhibition like “They Changed The World: People Of The Manhattan 
Project” based around the first generation of people who came to live in Caithness to work at Dounreay 
could be developed for use at Caithness Horizons.  
 

Research Gallery 
 
The Research Gallery exhibition tells the story of the leading-edge research being conducted at the 
Los Alamos National Laboratory in many areas of science and technology to help solve national 
problems related to energy, the environment, infrastructure, and health.  
 
Like the Radiation 101 exhibition and the Little Albert’s Lab exhibition at The National Museum of 
Nuclear Science & History the Research Gallery includes interpretation panels and interactive exhibits 
about the effects of radiation on different materials. This is something that could be applied at Caithness 
Horizons in the future in order to put the Museum’s Dounreay Collection into its proper scientific 
context. 
 
Included in the Research Gallery is TechLab a hands-on exhibition area for children. Again like the 
Little Albert’s Lab exhibition at The National Museum of Nuclear Science & History TechLab includes 
Discovery Boxes. Caithness Horizons will work with colleagues at Dounreay and the local STEM 
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Ambassadors in order to develop similar Discovery Boxes based on the Dounreay Collection for use at 
Caithness Horizons and within schools.  
 

Future Collaboration 
 
During our visit to the Bradbury Science Museum we meet with Linda T. Deck, Museum Director. During 
the course of the discussions during the visit and subsequent follow-up discussions it has been decided 
that the Bradbury Science Museum and Caithness Horizons will collaborate on joint projects in order to 
foster a spirit of mutual exchange of ideas and experiences relating to nuclear history and science and 
particularly relating to the history of Los Alamos and Thurso which have many parallels in regards to 
how they changed as a result of the development of the Manhattan Project and the Dounreay Nuclear 
Research Establishment. The two Museums are currently exploring options for joint projects with a view 
to applying for funding to encourage collaboration internationally. 
 

Los Alamos Historical Museum 
 
The Los Alamos Historical Museum is dedicated to preserving, protecting and interpreting the history of 
Los Alamos. The Museum is housed in the Guest Cottage of the Los Alamos Ranch School – a favourite 
place of General Leslie Groves military head of the Manhattan Project. 
 

 
 

Los Alamos Historical Museum 
 

Brief History Of The Los Alamos Historical Museum 
 
The Los Alamos Historical Museum is run by the Los Alamos Historical Society. The Historical Society 
grew out of changes that occurred in Los Alamos in the mid-1960s, as the Atomic Energy Commission 
(AEC) planned to withdraw its ownership of its properties in the town. A citizens committee suggested 
that the AEC turn Fuller Lodge part of the Los Alamos Ranch School over to Los Alamos County as a 
venue for a cultural centre and Museum.  
 

http://www.losalamoshistory.org/historypage.htm
http://www.losalamoshistory.org/historypage.htm
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At the same time, members of the community became aware that the 25th anniversary of the Los 
Alamos National Laboratory was approaching, and it was important to preserve the area’s world-
changing historical resources. 
 
The Los Alamos Historical Society had its first meeting on 22nd September 1967, in Fuller Lodge. 
Subsequent meetings included local history lectures. The search for a Museum site became the major 
project. The Guest Cottage just north of Fuller Lodge, the oldest, continuously used building in the 
community, soon was nominated as the ideal spot. After much negotiation and hard work by members 
of the Los Alamos Historical Society, the Museum opened on 28th July 1968. 
 
The Los Alamos Historical Society has grown significantly to become the largest historical society in the 
state of New Mexico. This includes: 
 

 Collecting and preserving archival material, artefacts, and the material culture from all eras of 
Los Alamos history 

 Ownership of two historically significant properties: the homestead-era Romero Cabin, and the 
World War II home of Dr J. Robert Oppenheimer, Scientific Director of the Manhattan Project 

 Providing an annual programme of events such as lectures and exhibition openings 
 

Museum Mission 
 
The mission of the Los Alamos Historical Museum is: 
 
“Los Alamos Historical Museum preserves, promotes, and communicates the remarkable history and 
inspiring stories of Los Alamos and its people for our community, for the global audience, and for 
future generations”. 
 

Museum Status 
 
Los Alamos Historical Museum is a non-profit organisation. The Museum offers free entry. 
 

Museum Exhibitions 
 
The Los Alamos Historical Museum is divided up into 5 main galleries/displays, which are as follows: 
 

 Geology 
 Anthropology 
 Homestead 
 Ranch School 
 Manhattan Project 

 

Future Collaboration 
 
During our visit to the Los Alamos Historical Museum we meet with Kathy Mulder Ankeny, Museum 
Shop Manager. Since our return home we have been in touch with Heather McClenahan, Museum 
Director. 
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One of the aspirations of the Los Alamos Historical Museum is: 
 
“Through vigorous local, national and international partnerships, Los Alamos Historical Society serves 
as the primary gateway for visitors to experience how Los Alamos changed lives – and the world. With 
cutting-edge programs and exhibits, the Society will develop the stories of the people of Los Alamos, 
expanding the interpretive opportunities for lifelong learners and sharing the Los Alamos spirit of 
innovation, creativity, scientific integrity, sustainability, and nurturing community”. 
 
Since there are so many parallels in relation to the socio-economic development of Los Alamos with the 
coming of the Manhattan Project and the socio-economic development of Thurso with the coming of 
the Dounreay Nuclear Research Establishment the two Museums will explore options for joint projects 
possibly in partnership with the Bradbury Science Museum.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Joanne Howdle, 
Curator, 
Caithness Horizons, 
26th November 2013. 
 


